Abstract-Online social media, periodically serves as a platform for cascading polarizing topics of conversation. The inherent community structure present in online social networks (homophily) and the advent of fringe outlets like Gab have created online "echo chambers" that amplify the effects of polarization, which fuels detrimental behavior. Recently, in October 2018, Gab made headlines when it was revealed that Robert Bowers, the individual behind the Pittsburgh Synagogue massacre, was an active member of this social media site and used it to express his anti-Semitic views and discuss conspiracy theories. Thus to address the need of automated data-driven analyses of such fringe outlets, this research proposes novel methods to discover topics that are prevalent in Gab and how they cascade within the network. Specifically, using approximately 34 million posts, and 3.7 million cascading conversation threads with close to 300k users; we demonstrate that there are essentially five cascading patterns that manifest in Gab and the most "viral" ones begin with an echo-chamber pattern and grow out to the entire network. Also, we empirically show, through two models viz. Susceptible-Infected and Bass, how the cascades structurally evolve from one of the five patterns to the other based on the topic of the conversation with upto 84% accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fringe social media sites, such as Gab, 8chan, and PewTube, have become a fertile ground for individuals and groups with far right and extreme far right views to post and share their messages in an unfettered manner and to galvanize supporters for their cause [1] . While most mainstream social media like Reddit, Twitter, and Facebook moderate their content and deplatform more extreme users and groups, the emergence of outlets like 8chan and Gab.ai have given radical groups large content delivery networks to broadcast their polarizing messages. The echo chamber effects in these social networks [2] , [3] , are often amplified via online conversations and interactions that occur on social networks. In recent times, we have observed that such interactions, combined with the exploitation of online social networks [4] is an effective strategy to recruit members, instigate the public, and ultimately culminate in riots and violence as witnessed recently in Charlottesville and Portland. Due to the threat of violence that these groups bring with them, analyzing the online dynamics of conversations and interactions in such social media sites is an important problem that the research community is trying to address [5] , [6] .
In this work, using the well-known propagation mechanism of information cascades [7] , we demonstrate how polarized conversations take shape on Gab. By analyzing 34M posts and 3.7M cascades built from conversations on Gab, we show that there are five different classes of conversation cascades, where each type shows varied level of user participation, and responses. Along with analyzing structural properties , we emphasize the post level details of the cascades with an algorithm to classify hashtags, and eventually cascades into topics. We observe that controversial topics are adopted by users that are more strongly connected and also these topics generate larger cascades. By analyzing structural dynamics of conversation cascades on Gab, we observe that all cascades start with a simple linear pattern and evolve into other patterns when a topic becomes viral and more users join the conversation. We found that the average time and average posts to make an evolution on Gab is 1.5 days and atleast 3 posts respectively on average. We model this evolution of cascades using popular network growth models like Susceptible-Infected model [8] and Bass model [9] . Our best model fit give upto 84% accuracy.
Essentially, we answer the following research questions with our corresponding contributions in this broad study of Gab:
• What are the types of cascading behavior in Gab conversations? We study conversation patterns and their dynamics in Gab as cascades and provide metrics to measure structural patterns within conversations.
• Can we characterize user relationship and types of topics in Gab conversations? We propose an algorithm to cluster topics that circulate in conversation cascades and our results show that the polarizing topics gain lots of traction in Gab conversations.
• Can we study evolution of Gab conversations using the cascades? We give pathways for Gab conversation cascades to evolve over time. To capture this evolution patterns algorithmically, we use the Susceptible-Infected model [8] and the Bass model [9] .
II. RELATED WORK
Related work of our research can be split into three sections: i) Applications of Gab analysis ii) Cascading behavior in social media iii) Quantitative analysis of topics in social media .
The use of social media to study radicalization [10] , discrimination [11] , and fringe web communities [12] is gaining traction over the past few years. Particularly, past studies highlights the fact that the advent of Gab.com creates a scope to analyze topics like alt-right echo-chamber and hate speech research [1] , [2] . Most notably, the recent work studied the spread of hate speech among Gab users with the help of repost cascades and friend/follower network [6] . Our research adds an extra dimension to existing Gab works, in which we analyze its conversations, provide analysis on growth of topics, and give measures and metrics to study conversation structure and evolution in the perspective of cascades.
Cascades in social media accounts for information dissemination [7] , which can be applied to variety of applications like fake news [13] , viral marketing [14] , and emergency management [15] . These information cascades are crucial in incorporating machine learning models for variety of applications like: modeling influence propagation in the social media [16] , predicting number of reshares using self-exciting point process [17] , and modeling network growth patterns as an alternative to sigmoid models [18] . In this work, we reframe information cascades as conversation cascades and give novel ideas on defining models for cascade evolution types in Gab conversations.
Just like Twitter [19] , hashtags on Gab are means to add metadata to posts that highlights topics. Some researchers defined the topic (class) of hashtags manually [20] [21]. Lee et. al. [22] classify Twitter Trending Topics into 18 general categories using one bag-of-words text based approach and one network approach. Wang et. al [23] propose Hashtag Graphbased Topic Model (HGTM) to discover topics of tweets. We believe manual labeling is not scalable and unsupervised algorithms are not accurate enough due to the nature of hashtags, thus we propose a supervised semi-automated procedure to classify hashtags.
III. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we briefly describe about the dataset and terminologies in our methods.
A. Dataset Description
Gab.com/Gab.ai is a social media forum, founded in 2016, provide a forum to connect and share information among users. Even though the description of the forum looks similar to counterparts like Twitter and Facebook, Gab supports individual liberty and committed to contribute for free speech in the social media community 1 . Users of Gab can share information via posts, post replies, and quotes/reshares. We use the data published by [24] and data scraping forum pushshift.io 2 . Figure 1 gives an overview of the dataset as timeseries plot for the number of posts, replies, and quotes appeared in Gab between August 2016 and October 2018. The dataset is a comprehensive collection with 34 million posts, replies, quotes, about 15,000 groups and about 300,000 public users information. It is evidential from Figure 1 that our dataset comprise of 55% posts, 30% replies, and 15% quotes. This data is available with complete set of metadata like time, attachments, likes, dislikes, replies, quotes along with post and user details.
B. Conversation cascades
Microblogging conversations have been widely studied in the context of cascades for a wide spectrum of applications like emotion analysis [5] and topic modelling [25] . In this work, we give variety of cascade representations for conversations in Gab and give their in-depth structural and temporal analysis, response rates, and longevity. A conversation cascade is a sequence of posts made as a response or reply to other posts/users, together act as a conversation. With available posts, replies and quotes/reshares from Gab, we construct conversation cascades, where each cascade is one complete conversation. Nodes in each cascade represent original post/reply/quote and edges represent reply/quote of post/reply/quote.
Conversation cascade and construction process: A conversation cascade is a directed graph G c = (V c , E c ), where V c is a set of posts/replies/quotes and E c is a set of edges connecting posts ordered by time. We represent a node/post in the cascade as P (v, t), where v ∈ V c is a post appearing in the social media at time t. There exists a directed edge(v, v ), when P (v, t) receives a reply/quote P (v , t ), where t > t. This process continues each time when a user replies/quotes a post.
Thus, root node in conversation cascades represents original post and replies and quotes take branches from the root node(original post). Nodes in second or above level in the cascade take branches again if such nodes in turn get any As predicted, most of the cascades follow simple patterns(type A). Interestingly, many conversations form cascade type B in which many response come directly to the root post and does not evolve into any other cascade types. Small number of conversations follow cascade type C, which split from the root and each branch from root follows linear pattern. Very few conversations follow cascade type D pattern, which has highly nested structure, both at root level and branch level and cascade type E, which initially follows linear pattern and takes non-linear during the evolution time.
replies or quotes. In total we constructed 1,721,441 cascades from the Gab data, which comprise of 19,220,059 nodes/posts contributed by 173,581 users and 15,476,852 edges. We evidence from these cascades that conversations in Gab follow one of the five patterns and we have given details about these patterns in Figure 2a . These conversation cascade types give a generic representation of user engagement patterns over time for a post. These cascades are also used to represent linear and non-linear conversation patterns in Gab. Figure 2b gives number of cascades in each conversation cascade pattern. In Table I , we report statistics of cascade depth, volume, number of unique user participation, and structural virality of all cascade types. We calculate the structural virality of a cascade of size n using Wiener Index(WI) [26] given in the Equation 1, where d ij is the shortest distance of nodes i and j.
From Table I and Figure 3 , we find that cascades of category E attains higher volume and depth with very few user participation and it plays a vital role in Gab conversations. We also analyze depth and volume (number of nodes) of each cascade type and give their corresponding distributions in Figures 3a and 3b respectively. From Figure 3a we note that users in Gab have longer conversations, which take more branches after level 2 in the conversation thread(Cascade types D and E). Cascade type B is not shown in the Figure 3a because these conversations split at the root node(post) and terminate at immediate next level. In Figure 3b we show distribution of volume(number of nodes/replies/quotes) across cascade types. The volume distribution of the given cascades are similar to the depth distribution given in Figure 3a (Cascade types D and E have much engaging participation). Interestingly, we find that cascades of type B have more participation, given that these cascades stop at level 1, compared to cascades of type A.
C. Cascades across topics
Different topics spread in different ways over the networks in terms of speed, number of participants and the dynamics of their cascades. We analyze how this intuitively accepted notion apply to cascades on Gab and what topics in particular differ significantly from the others. We give a representative set of hashtags and their topics in Table II . Then we use the labeled hashtags to classify the cascades where those hashtags appear. Our analysis shows that cascades on more controversial topics tend to result in larger cascades, majority of them being the same cascade type (Type D). We specifically identified three topics, "Antisemitism", "Anti Islam", and "White Supremacy" to be noticeably different from other topics in regards to the nature of the cascades in which they are discussed.
We define tie strength of user u 1 and u 2 as the number of times u 1 replies to a post from u 2 or u 2 replies to a post from u 1 . Figure 4 shows that users who participated in topics of "Antisemitism", "Anti Islam", and "White Supremacy" have higher tie strength and are more strongly connected which supports the theory that more controversial topics are adopted by users with higher tie strength [27] . ADL 3 believes that white supremacist, hateful, antisemitic bigotry are widespread on Gab. Our findings are aligned with this statement and other studies that argue antisemitism and white nationalist topics are openly expressed on Gab and have great similarities in terms of communities who adopt these topics [21] [28].
IV. TOPIC DISCOVERY OF CASCADES
We introduce a novel procedure for labeling hashtags with the topics they belong to. We first looked at the top 200 most used hashtags on Gab. These hashtags then were classified 3 www.adl.org by subject matter experts into 6 topics. Unlike other works identified on Twitter [27] , our work do not cover a broad range of topics. Majority of posts on Gab are on political and rather controversial topics, thus we went few steps deeper and classified these political topics into more specific topics. We used tagdef 4 , tagsfinder 5 , Google, and Twitter to find the meaning of hashtags and assigned them to one of the 6 categories. Excluding hashtags that are too broad to be assigned to a specific topic, for instance #gab, #eu, #music, or #welcome, we labeled 126 hashtags.
In the next step, we used our algorithm to label other hashtags used on Gab based on the 126 hashtags that we manually labeled. As shown in Algorithm 1, the inputs of the method are the network of hashtags, list of topics with the set of hashtags assigned to each topic, and a constant value as threshold. We defined the network of hashtags as G = {V, E} where V is the set of hashtags used on Gab, and E is the set of weighted edges. An edge between two vertices indicates that the two hashtags have appeared in the same post at least once and the weight of the edge represents the number of cooccurrences. We create this network of hashtags [23] , but we added weights to the edges to underscore the importance of the number of co-occurrences between two hashtags. In line 3 of the algorithm, an edge is passed to get node with no topic() method which returns the vertex that is not already assigned to any topic. The method returns null if both vertices of the edge are already assigned topics or if neither has any topic assigned to it. Because first, we are not interested in labeling hashtags that are already labeled and secondly, we cannot label a node if none of its neighbors is labeled. If the method returns a node u we get the topics that are assigned to that node in step 6, and then for each topic t in topics, we increment an integer property of node v, the other vertex of the edge, that represents t by w, the weight of edge e. After all edges have been traversed and the properties of their respective vertices are updated we move to steps 9 to 13 where for each node n in the graph and each topic t in topics, we get the property p t . If the value of the p t is greater than the threshold τ , we conclude that node n, and the hashtag that it represents, belongs to topic t.
After we label hashtags with one or more topics, then for each cascade if hashtags of a topic t 1 appear more than C times, we assign that cascade to t 1 . Note that a cascade could belong to more than one category. Table II shows the 6 topics we identified, some examples of the hashtags in each category, as well as the number of cascades and average size of cascades on each topic.
To evaluate our algorithm, we designed a procedure where we randomly picked 42 hashtags from the set of 126 labeled hashtags and labeled the rest of the hashtags in the set using our algorithm. Then we compared the results of our algorithm with our manual labeling. FIgure 5 shows the distribution of hashtags among different topics. Figure 5a shows the ground truth, i. e. manually labeled hashtags, and figure 5b shows the results of our algorithm.
Since one hashtag could belong to multiple topics, we used the evaluation metrics of multi-label learning algorithms mentioned in [29] . Table III shows how well our algorithm performs in labeling the hashtags with topics, we use accuracy, recall, precision, F 1 score, Hamming Loss (HL), and Subset Accuracy (SA).
V. CASCADE ANALYSIS

A. Response rate in cascades
With our proposed cascade types in Section III-B, we analyze response time of each cascade type. With this experiment, we aim to produce results that depict how fast posts in these cascades get responses and help growing/evolving the cascades. We also provide a notion for response rate to compare velocity of responses at all levels in a given cascade type. We define response rate(R c ) of a cascade type as the average speed of response(s) of posts at a given level/depth of a cascade type(c). Equation 2 gives a formulation to calculate response rate at a given level/depth (l) for a given cascade for e ∈ E do 3:
u = get node with no topics(e) 4 :
topics = get topics(v) 7: for t ∈ topics do 8: inc node prop(u,t,w) 9: for n ∈ V do 10:
for t ∈ T do p t = get property(G,n,t) 11: if p t > τ then 12: add hashtag to topic(G,n,t) Accuracy of the hashtag labeling algorithm, 5a shows the ground truth, i. e. manually labeled hashtags, and 5b shows how our algorithm classified the same hashtags. Overall accuracy of the algorithm is 71% as given in Table III (c) and ∆ c l is an average response time for posts at a given level/depth (l) for a given cascade type (c).
The distribution of average response rates of all cascade types at each level is given in Figure 6 . Interestingly, we find that all cascade types start with almost equal and slower response rate and progress with faster responses over time. Importantly, cascades of type C achieve overall higher response rate at earlier levels, even though they do not grow as larger and deeper as other cascades. Also, cascades of type A follow constant response rate like other cascade types and spikes as depth and volume increase. We also find that response rate for other larger cascades such as type D and E is inversely proportional to the distribution of volume of the cascade.
B. Evolution of cascades
Given cascade types of Gab conversations, we study their growth patterns and evolution. All Gab conversations/cascading patterns, as given in Figure 2 , starts with type A and some of them moderately evolve into other cascade types. All possible transformations within the proposed cascade varieties are given in Figure 7 . It is notable from this figure that a conversation cascade can reach its maximum potential by transforming to cascade type D and cascades must evolve into other types(B,C,E) before reaching type D. Providing such evolution patterns and number of occurrences of each cascade from Figure 2b , we find that there are significant evolution of cascades in our data.
With the availability of evolution patterns in Gab conversations, we provide basic analysis such as time 8a and number of posts 8b required by a cascade to evolve into another. As a summary of this plot, we present Table IV to give minimum, maximum, average, and standard deviation of number of time and posts required to achieve evolve the cascades. Figure 9 gives a timeseries on all possible cascade evolution in Gab. Modeling this evolution helps to study intensification of conversations in Gab. Conversations in any social media intensifies when it create interests or controversies among users about the topic. We use traditional models, like SusceptibleInfected [8] and Bass [9] models to fit evolution patterns that exist in Gab conversation cascades. We prefer to use these models, because of their ability to fit sigmoid curves which in turn maps exponential growth or exponential fall [18] .
The goal of our models is to predict a number of new evolution( dn(t) dt ) given a time t and a cumulative sum of user parameters( ). Equation 3 gives a modified equation of SI model. We model α, γ < 1 to restrict complete participation of susceptibles (N − n(t)) and infected ones(n(t)) because of an assumption that not all of the previous evolution are responsible for the current evolution.
Evol. Type
where, β is evolution rate of cascades N is total number of the cascades that evolved n(t) is the cumulative sum of cascades evolved at time t. In other words, total infected ones at time t In Equation 4, we give the Bass model with the user parameter( ). Although, Bass model is introduced to describe the process of how new business product is taking effect in population, the model has been widely used in understanding diffusion and influence patterns in social networks also. Like the SI model, Bass model also generates S-shaped curve to fit exponential growth patterns. (1 + p q e −(p+q) ) 2 (4) where, m is total number of potential adopters p is the parameter to model external influences such as videos, news articles q is the parameter to model internal influences such as con-versations
Results of both models to map the cascade evolution is given in Figure 10 . Each plot in this figure represents their corresponding evolution type, for example Figures 10a and 10d marks result for the evolution types A → B and B → C respectively. From these results, we note that the performance of the SI model degrades as the evolution types become complex(for example, types C → D and E → D). We evaluate both models performance by the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE). Error rate of our models are given in Figure 11 . Although this evolution problem itself can have its own model, we leave that work to focus in the future.
VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
Online extremism has gained momentum in the past decade due to extensive usage of social media and many works have utilized Gab as one of the platforms to analyze the problem. In this work we have given an extensive study on Gab using its conversations patterns and their related topics. We provide cascade templates for user conversations in Gab as conversation cascades. Dissecting Gab conversations as these cascade types give an intuition on analyzing more viral and responsive cascades. We provided variety of analysis that revolve around these cascades and given models that fits cascade evolution over time. Also, we studied about topics in the form of hashtag co-occurrence and given an algorithm to cluster hashtags into corresponding topics.
In future, we plan to incorporate multiple social media forums like Gab, Twitter, and Reddit in the context of polarizing conversations and hate speech. We mainly focus to study information difussion and mutation patterns across online social media during shock events. Given this problem, there are various interesting areas to work in the near future. For example, we can engineer temporal features such as response rate, content features like word or sentence embedding, and features from ground truth network like follower network to model such information flow across platforms. We can embed these features in addition to post level features to predict the amount of hate in a social media.
